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Abstract
The decline of honey bees (Apis mellifera), due to various threats, like the ongoing global climate change or pesticides, endangers wild plant diversity, ecosystem
stability and crop production. The EU funded project Hiveopolis wants to address
this problem with technology. A newly developed intelligent bee colony system
equipped with sensors, actuators, and robots will be used to optimally manage and
guide the bee colony through nowadays challenges. Part of the research within the
Hiveopolis project deals with automated methods for monitoring the brood nest
on a honeycomb. Which is useful for assessing the colony strength. This thesis
leverages high resolution image data of a honey bee colony, recorded with the hive
observation setup, from the BeesBook project at the Biorobotic Lab, whose team
also contributes to Hiveopolis, at the Freie Universität Berlin, in order to investigate how well it is possible to predict honey bee brood age with high resolution
image data. The developed deep learning system serves as a baseline for a reference system, which will provide ground truth data for teaching more inexpensive,
non-invasive, and space-saving machine learning systems, such as temperature sensor based systems, with the sensors installed on the back of the honeycomb. Since,
with a prediction error of 2.1±26.5 hours (mean ± standard deviation) and a mean
absolute error of 0.66 days, the system does not operate at reference level. It is
found, that even if the image data is highly resolving, the system would benefit from
cameras whose focus is set on the interior of the cells and from improved lighting
of the inside of the cells. But also from human-performed quality control of the
automatically generated training data set.
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Introduction

The first part Motivation provides a short introduction into the threats to which honey
bees are exposed these days and how these threats could be largely mitigated in the
future through a novel project. The second part Outline of Contribution describes how
Deep Learning methods are used to asses the health of a honey bee colony. The third
part Structure of this Thesis gives an insight into how this work is structured.

1.1

Motivation

Honey bees (Apis mellifera) fulfill an important function in the pollination of plants.
Due to their medium body size, 10 to 15mm long[9], and medium-long proboscis – about
6mm when extended[40, 10] – honey bees can pollinate a wide variety of flowers. Besides
being a key component of global biodiversity and providing ecosystem services to crops
and wild plants they are of enormous value for the industrial food supply[15]. 90% of
commercial pollination services are provided by managed honey bees[16]. But native
pollinators, and also managed honey bees, are in decline. Which has been the subject
of research for more than a decade now[31, 24]. Threats to honey bee colonies like the
ongoing global climate change[44], pesticides[44, 8, 49, 35], viruses[16, 32], bacteria[16]
and fungi[16] endanger the fulfillment of this biological and economical function of
pollination and therefore the maintenance of wild plant diversity, ecosystem stability
and crop production.
The EU funded project Hiveopolis1 aims to create a blueprint for a hybrid of bee colony
and technology that is equipped to meet the challenges of today. With the help of
sensors, actuators and robots – embedded in the honeycomb – the bee colony should be
optimally controlled. The guidance of the bees, through actuators and robots, should in
turn be controlled by expert knowledge embedded in algorithms, the evaluation of the
installed sensors and external data, such as weather forecasts and publicly accessible
databases. For example, a smart honeycomb will be equipped with a dancing robot to
guide collecting bees to specific food sources or vibration plates to prevent bees from
seeking out harmful food sources. Or as a result of predicted prolonged bad weather,
bees could be encouraged to build up stores of pollen.
At the Biorobotics Lab2 , led by Prof. Dr. Tim Landgraf, at the Dahlem Center For
Machine Learning Robotics3 , workgroup Artificial & Collective Intelligence, at the FU
Berlin, artificial and collective intelligence is being researched using bees and fish as
models. Due to their medium small body size, small colony footprint, relatively short
life cycle and unique social behavior within a superorganism, honey bees are a popular
subject of research. The ultimate goal of the Biorobotics Lab, in terms of honey bees,
is to entirely understand their social structures and how the collective intelligence is
created based on the predetermined life paths of the individual bees.
From 2019 on the Biorobotics Lab contributes to the Hiveopolis project. One of these
contributions is the aforementioned dancing robot[23].
Part of the research within the Hiveopolis project also deals with automated methods
https://www.hiveopolis.eu/ [Online; accessed January 04, 2022]
https://bioroboticslab.github.io/website/ [Online; accessed January 04, 2022]
3
https://www.mi.fu-berlin.de/inf/groups/ag-ki/index.html [Online; accessed January 04,
2022]
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for brood nest monitoring. This is because it is possible to infer the fitness of the
queen bee and the condition of the colony as a whole from the status of the brood
nest – a specific area on the honeycomb or several combs dedicated for brood in larger
colonies. Gaps in the brood nest, for example, indicate a weakened queen. So does
the laying of eggs in a pattern other than the typical spiral pattern4 . If brood is eaten
by other adult bees, this may indicate a pollen shortage. If brood does not develop to
the end, for example due to starvation or freezing, this can mean that the colony has
shrunk too small. So that the remaining bees can no longer fulfill the tasks of feeding
and warming the brood. Thus, the shape of the brood nest, the brood density and
the brood survival rate can already be good metrics for the health of the entire bee
colony. The implementations of all functions should, of course, be as cost-efficient as
they are space-saving. A non-invasive, space-saving and rather inexpensive method of
monitoring brood nests could therefore be implemented using temperature sensors on
the back of the honeycomb. A temperature of 34.5◦ C to 36.0◦ C is considered to be
optimal for rearing bee brood[43]. The worker bees use their wing muscles and targeted
vibrations with their bodies in the cells around the brood nest to ensure that the brood
constantly maintains this temperature. And the larger the brood, the more it heats the
cell itself.
Thus, one could try to infer the brood content of a cell from its temperature profile. But
which temperature profile corresponds to which brooding state? This could be learned
from a machine learning model fed with appropriate ground truth data. This ground
truth data could, in turn, be generated with a one-time experimental setup using the
temperature sensors on the back of the comb and a camera based system that covers the
front of the comb at the same time over a certain period. The evaluated image or video
data from the camera system, could then yield the target values for the input-target
pairs, e.g. a temperature curve for a cell over a certain time period until time t (input)
and the corresponding brood age at time t for that cell (target), which are needed to
teach the temperature sensor system how to derive the brood age from a temperature
profile. However, this procedure only needs to be done once for a particular setup. Since
in practice the exact design of such a system will vary, e.g. the thickness of the back wall
of the comb, the exact hardware characteristics or placement of the sensors, it would
be advantageous if the aforementioned evaluation of the data from the camera system
were not performed manually, but automatically by an other machine learning system,
that is robust to slightly different shaped combs and brood cells, as well as different
lighting or image resolution. An experimental setup that is well suited for developing
exactly such a system exists at the Biorobotic Lab, see figure 3.

1.2

Outline of Contribution

The aim of this thesis is to provide a baseline on the prediction of brood ages based on
high resolution image data, recorded with the experiment setup at the Biorobotics Lab
in the season of 2019. Before attempting to solve this task under suboptimal conditions
– different sensors, lower resolution, poorer lighting – this work will examine how well
it is actually possible to predict brood age under optimal conditions.
Honey bee queens lay eggs in a spiral pattern, starting from the center of the comb and laying one
egg per cell, from cell to cell. Leaving no single cells empty within the brood area. This is considered
to be the most efficient way – both in terms of the process of laying and from the energy efficiency for
incubation[36].
4
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1.3

Structure

For this purpose two machine learning systems were developed in this work. The first
one solves the problem of obtaining image coordinates of cells, whose interior is not
obscured (usually from a bee walking over the comb or a wax cap), from an image of
the whole comb (see figure 4). The second model predicts the age of a honey bee brood
from an image of a honey comb cell. The two systems together could be used to scan
the surface of a honeycomb for bee brood and track its development over time.

1.3

Structure

The following section Background consists of four parts. The first part Stages of Development of the Honey Bee provides the necessary knowledge about honeybee development
relevant to this work.
The second part Recording Setup describes the hardware setup of the recording season
of 2019 at the Biorobotics Lab and gives some notion of the footage recorded with it.
An overview of the machine learning methods applied to the data set, which is extracted
from the raw footage is given in the third part Artificial Neural Networks in Computer
Vision.
The last part Related Work outlines the relation of this thesis to other scientific work
and the current state of research concerning the classification of honey bee brood age
on image data.
The third section Non Covered Cell Localizer describes how the model for the detection
of non covered cells on the comb is implemented and evaluates its performance.
The fourth section Larval Age Classifier describes how the model for the prediction of
the brood age on image patches is implemented. An evaluation of the performance of
this model is given.
The fifth section Results provides the results of the trained models presented in section
three and four.
The last section Conclusion discusses the final results, assesses both the potential benefits in practice and the limitations and gives an outlook on how the results can be
improved through future work.

2

Background

The first part Stages of Development of the Honey Bee gives background to the life cycle
of honey bees and elaborates on the specific stages in the development of a honey bee.
The second part Recording Setup gives a description of the hardware setup of the recording season of 2019 at the Landgraf Lab and gives a basic impression of the properties of
the dataset that was worked with in this thesis. The third part Artificial Neural Networks in Computer Vision introduces convolutional neural networks. In the last part
Related Work seven papers and completed theses, which relate to this work in salient
aspects, are presented and their main statements are elaborated. The current state of
research concerning the classification of honey bee brood age on image data is provided.

2.1

Stages of Development of the Honey Bee

Figure 1 depicts the development of a honey bee, specifically a worker bee. While all
bees share the same developmental stages, the time spend in each stage is different for
3
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each of the castes – worker bees, drones and queens. According to [50] the development
of the european honey bee is considered to take 21 days on average, spending 3 days
as egg, 9 days as larva (of which the last two days it is called prepupa) and 9 days as
pupa.

Day

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Figure 1: The Development of a Worker Bee.
The 4 major stages of development are: egg (day 1-3), larva (day 4-12), pupa (day 13-21), adult (after emerging
from the capped cell, around day 21). The queen bee lays single fertilized eggs into
dedicated worker cells. After 3 days the embryo hatches from the egg. Now the larval
stage begins. The larval stage consists of an uncapped and a capped phase. The former
is the feeding time, in which the larva gains about five hundred times its weight. The
cell of the larva is capped with a wax lid after 9 days by adult workers. Now the larva
uncurls, stretches out fully, spins its cocoon inside the cell and enters the pupal stage
around day 13. Now the metamorphosis begins. Once, its transformation is completed,
around day 21, it bites its way through the wax capping and leaves the cell as an adult.
The growth of the bee is now terminated.[50] Reproduced from [21].
The queen bee lays eggs, one per cell, into the comb by gluing them on the floor of the
cells, that are dedicated for rearing worker bees – usually in the center of the comb.
That is why they appear to be standing on the floor of the cell. Which can bee seen
on the right half of the image in figure 2. Unfertilized eggs will develop into drones,
the fertilized ones will, depending on the nutrition, develop into worker bees or queens.
After three days, the egg has been sagged to the ground during this time, the embryo
hatches from the egg, which is more of a dissolution of the eggshell over time. Now the
larval stage begins. The first, uncapped, phase of this stage – the open larval stage –
is the feeding time, in which the larva gains about five hundred times its weight. At
the beginning all larvae are fed with royal jelly, which is a glandular secretion of nurse
bees5 . It is this milky white secretion, in which the larvae lie in the upper left half of the
image in figure 2. It consists mainly of water and contains proteins, sugars and lipids.
It is generally accepted in research that larvae develop into queens when fed exclusively
with royal jelly. Larvae, which in contrast are to be reared to worker bees or drones, are
fed with a mixture of bee bread (fermented pollen), honey and secretion after day three,
the so called worker jelly[29]. The cell of the larva, which is now a thick, round maggot
is capped with wax after nine days by nurse bees – the capped larval stage begins. Now
the larva uncurls itself and stretches out fully, with its head part towards the capped
end of the cell. Then the larva enters the prepupal stage and spins its cocoon inside the
cell. Around day thirteen it enters the pupal stage, in which, via metamorphosis, the
5
Nurse bee is the first of several jobs that the worker bee, after cleaning its brood cell and thus
making it ready for the next egg, will perform during its few weeks of life.
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pupa turns into an adult bee. Once this transformation is complete the adult worker
bee bites its way through the cell capping and leaves the cell. The growth of the bee
is now terminated. During the next few days the development will complete. Her hair
will dry, the shell will harden and the stinger will become functional.[50]
The developmental period of interest for this work extends from the egg to the open
larval stage. Only in these stages it is at all theoretically possible to determine the
age of the brood, based on its optical characteristics. And even here it becomes very
difficult for the prediction of the correct egg stage, since the egg does not really change
in size. According to [50] it loses about 30% of its weight. Maybe that translates to
a decrease in size. But it is questionable whether such a difference, with an average
egg size of 1.3 to 1.8mm, can be recognized at all on the image data. In addition, the
egg size can vary greatly even for the same queen bee. The only chance seems to be to
derive the age from the angle relative to the cell walls. Since The egg gradually sags
and rests on the floor at the end of the three day period[50]. With a cell capped, there
is no chance for directly predicting the brood age. Then one only has the chance to
deduce it from the context, the surrounding cells. Therefore, this work is limited to the
analysis of the image data from the first two stages – egg and open larval stage. Which
in principle is sufficient. Since once a certain period of time has been classified correctly
for a given cell, its age can be extrapolated based on that. Assuming the average total
development time.
In the following, unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term bee always refers to an
individual of the genus Apis mellifera – the western honey bee or european honey bee.

Figure 2: Photo of Eggs and Larvae in the Brood Nest.
This photo shows
eggs and larvae of honey bees in cells of a comb, whose side walls have been removed.
In this case, according to the author, it is drones. The photo shows the larvae about 3
to 4 days after hatching, hence the total age of the larvae on this photo is about 6 to 7
days. They lie in a milky white secretion on which they feed. The eggs stand upright
on the bottom of the cells. Reproduced from [46].
5
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2.2

Recording Setup

In order to be able to study the life and social structures of honey bees, as part of the
project ’BeesBook’, a honey bee colony is housed directly at the institute. For each
recording season, a bee colony is moved from its breeding site to a beehive at the institute. Individuals are then selected from this ’stock’ hive and placed in the observation
hive. The prepared observation hive, depict in figure 3 consists of a prefabricated, double sided honeycomb attached to a wooden frame. This observation hive is installed
in a darkened room in such a way that the bees can be observed with cameras over
their entire life span. Both sides are covered with glass and sealed so that there are
only two access points to the interior. One towards the room, to which a plastic tube
is connected, designed as a sluice for adding new bees. The other one on the opposite
side, which, through a hole in the window, leads outside and serves as an entrance as
well as exit for the bees.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Recording Setup.
(a) A CAD model of the recording setup. (b) A
photo of the recording setup. Both images depict the recording setup from 2016 and
show: 1 one PlayStation-Eye low resolution, high fps camera on each side with removed
IR (infrared) filters, for waggle dance recording[45]. 2 Two high resolution, low fps
cameras on each side, covering a half of the comb each, for tracking individual bees
(i. e. decoding the circular tags of the bees[37, 47] and record their trajectories based on
that[4, 51, 5]). 3 IR light (840nm) arrays, for illumination invisible to bees, 4 Wooden
frame with glass covers, this is where the honeycomb is hung. For the current setup
the illumination was updated and the high resolution cameras have been replaced with
a single one on each side, yielding 12MP at 6fps. Adapted with permission from [1].
Before put into the observation hive, each bee is marked with a circular binary code on
their thorax[37]. This allows for the fully automatic identification[47] and tracking[6]
of individual bees via computer vision over their entire lifespan. All experiments are
related to the social behavior of worker bees, since drones, except for fertilizing the
queen, do not contribute much and are more of a burden to the worker bees. To ensure
that only marked worker bees are in the observation hive, only worker bees, and initially
the queen, are selected from the ’stock’ hive and placed, with a marker attached, in the
observation hive. In addition to that the combs get replaced every eighteenth day.
Which ensures that no drones or unmarked worker bees hatch from the cells. New
hatched worker bees get added to the observation hive every day. In the season of 2019,
a total of about 6000 bees were placed in the observation hive.
6
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Figure 4: Sample of the Footage from Recording Season 2019.
This image
shows the comb surface at 15:28:46 on 2019-08-01, shot with Cam_0 – one of the 12MP
cameras recording the observation hive. It has a resolution of 3000x4000px in height
and width and is only grayscale. The capped cells in the upper left and upper right
corner of the comb are filled with honey and serve as stores. The capped cells in the
center, between the busy bees, are the cells that contain a pupa. These are the kind of
images on which this work is based.

The observation hive on each side is filmed through the glass panes by a 12MP camera,
providing 6fps – sufficient resolution for decoding the markers – along with a lowresolution camera at 60fps. The latter yields enough frames per second to analyze the
bees waggle dances[45]. The data stream of this high frame rate camera is not saved
by default. But only when a waggle dance is detected. Figure 4 shows example footage
taken with the former high resolution camera. The comb gets illuminated indirectly with
infrared flashes, synchronized with the high resolution cameras, in order to minimize
reflections on the glass panes. That is why the infrared lights, see figure 3, item 3,
are arranged parallel to the comb and not directed at it. The observation hive gets
fully covered by reflective foil, like the one to be seen in the background of figure 3
(b). Which provides a good indirect lighting of the comb surface. In order to mitigate
back illuminated images of the comb, the images are taken alternately on each side.
Additionally the surface of the combs gets illuminated with red light constantly in the
area of the so called dance floor, on which the forager bees perform their waggle dance to
recruit their colleagues. Usually the dance floor extends over an area near the entrance.
Compared to humans, the spectrum of light visible to bees is shifted by about 150nm
7
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toward the shorter wavelength spectrum. Bees can therefore perceive ultra violet light,
but not red light, which makes the whole lighting invisible to them.

2.3

Artificial Neural Networks in Computer Vision

Algorithms that mimic human thought, action and reasoning at the same time, such
that they embody all the characteristics of human intelligence, are referred to as artificial
intelligence (AI). One subset of AI is machine learning (ML). ML algorithms nowadays
can accomplish individual small subtasks of a general AI. Such as classifying an image
into a number of predefined classes or what one should watch next on ones favorite
streaming platform. Not what one should do next in general. But if one would be in
the mood for a new series tonight, which would be the one most likely to be enjoyed.
So these algorithms are limited to specific tasks. In principle, these algorithms learn
by imitation. They learn from examples that are presented to them, along with the
desired output for that example. Since the algorithm generally cannot be shown all
possible examples that may occur in reality, the algorithm ideally induces general rules
for solving its problem. Instead of just memorizing the correct solution for all examples.
Which leads to unpredictable results for new, previously unseen examples. ML spans
many methods. Artificial neural networks (ANNs)[33] are the class of algorithms, that
boosted machine learning the most, in recent years. Vanilla (multi layer) feed-forward
ANNs are made up of several units called neurons, as they are biologically inspired,
which are arranged in layers. Each unit has its own assigned so called weight, a scalar
which is learnable. Each unit receives the outputs of the units in the previous layer,
aggregates them and multiplies it by its weight value. After applying a non-linear
function to this weighted aggregation it passes the result to the neurons in the next layer.
The units have no connection to the other neurons in the layer to which they themselves
belong. ANNs can therefore be understood as a big function composition, which can
theoretically approximate any imaginable target function due to the non-linearities,
if equipped with a sufficient number of neurons. In traditional pattern recognition
methods, feature extraction was done by hand and a classifier was trained based on the
output of these handcrafted feature extractors. ANNs are designed to be applied to raw
data and learn the relevant features from it by themselves.
A special flavour of artificial neural networks are convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
first successfully applied in practice by Yann LeCun[27, 26]. Due to their local connectivity and weight sharing they are much more efficient in the application on image data,
where they can benefit from learning translation invariant features.
In 2012 AlexNet[22] outperformed state of the art architectures on the ImageNet[12]
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 20106 by a wide margin, using a deep (5
convolutional, 3 dense layer), ReLu[30] activated CNN architecture, together with maxpooling, dropout[39] and image augmentation, trained on standard end-user graphics
cards. What was downright revolutionary at that time. With this work Alex Krizhevsky
ensured deep CNN’s widespread use in image classification. To this day, CNNs are still
state of the art in computer vision.
Another milestone in the history of deep neural networks is the introduction of skip
connections, which feed the output of some layer l not just into the next layer l + 1 but
also into layer l + 2 or l + 3. Which mainly counteracts the problem of the vanishing
6

https://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/ [Online; accessed January 13, 2022]
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gradient[18] and thus allows for the training of not just deep but very deep neural
networks. The architecture applying this principle is the so called ResNet[17] (residual
neural network) architecture.
In this work a fully convolutional ResNet architecture with fixup initialization[52] is
used for both tasks – the localization of non covered cells and the classification of the
brood inside a cell – with slight adjustments in each case. Fixup initialization rescales
the initial weights of each layer according to its depth, making the network better
conditioned for backpropagation[25] and thus eliminates the need for Batch Normalization[20]. Which takes away some computational load in the training process. The deep
learning models are implemented using PyTorch7 .

2.4

Related Work

In [42] the effect of pollen shortage on larval survival rate is investigated, since pollen
is the most important protein source for bees. In addition, it was investigated whether
this influence also has an effect on the total time span of egg and open larval stage,
i. e. the time span from the laying of the egg to the capping of the cell. To do this,
the authors, on the one hand, compared foraging with non-foraging periods and, on the
other hand, periods with manual pollen reduction with periods without pollen reduction.
Non-foraging periods were simulated with a rain machine at the entrance of the hive,
preventing the bees from leaving the hive. It was assessed by the authors, that the
rain was accepted by the bees as natural. Which is crucial, as a simple blocking of the
entrance e. g. would, according to the authors, result in an intracolonial chaos. Manual
pollen reduction consisted of a pollen trap at the entrance and regular replacement
of pollen-filled combs with empty combs. In the experiment on pollen reduction the
bees were not prevented from leaving the hive in any way. This was done to exclude
side effects introduced by e. g. the lowered temperature due to the rain machine or the
simultaneous scarcity of nectar. Furthermore it could be tested, whether the effects of
non-foraging periods were mainly due to the shortage of pollen to which the bees were
exposed. And this was exactly the case. It was found that a bad pollen supply led to
cannibalism of the younger larvae. In contrast it had almost no influence on older larvae
at all. Older larvae were capped earlier than normal, which reduced their demand for
protein. At the same time the cannibalism of younger larvae enriches the worker jelly
with protein. In a nutshell, the bees save the larvae in which they have already put
most of their investment and which will soon no longer need investment.
In order to track the state of the brood nest in each of their experiments the authors
mapped the whole hive on transparent sheets against the glass wall of the observation
hive. Thereby classifying the developmental stage of each individual. The exact age was
known, due to the fact, that the egg laying by the queen happened under precise, limited
conditions. After egg laying, within a window of two hours, the queen was excluded
from the brood nest. Since no exact procedure is mentioned, the author assumes that
the measurements and calculations were all done by hand.
A very similar experiment in [11], by the same lead author, studied the exact nursing
behavior and the behavior of the queen itself, under basically the same circumstances,
in more detail. The experiment was conducted with the same rain machine approach as
7
PyTorch: An Imperative Style, High-Performance Deep Learning Library; https://pytorch.org/
[Online; accessed 25 January 2022]
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in [42]. Additionally they observed four selected larvae twice a day under red light for
thirty minutes each and recorded all nursing acts, dedicated to them. They found, that
the impact on the nursing of young larvae decreased to a small fraction of the initial
level. Even until four days after a non-foraging period. In contrast nursing periods for
older larvae were reduced too. But only until the third day. Then they increased again,
regardless of whether the non-foraging period was already over or not. They concluded
that, as suspected in [42], under prolonged non-foraging conditions, the nursing of young
larvae declines. Together with cannibalism by the nursing but also the queen bee the
larval population declines. Then, most nursing efforts are put into the surviving older
larvae. As these represent a greater investment of resources, as stated in [42].
Again the tracking of the brood nest, as well as the state of pollen and nectar cells,
was done by mapping all the cell contents onto transparency sheets every day. Again
assumed to be evaluated all by hand.
In [38], the author claims to have presented the first ever sociometry of honey bees. In
its own biological context, a sociometry is an all-encompassing account of the social life
of insects. A record of all physical and numerical attributes, that helps us understanding how insect colonies develop. Which are for instance the size of the population, with
drones and worker bees considered separately, the comb area, the comb use, the swarming rate or the colony death – when and how they die. Although several attempts have
been made, every single one, according to the author, lacks of some crucial aspect to a
comprehensive sociometry. For this reason, in [38] four separate colonies were observed
for about a year and a half, from the beginning until their death. Observing the brood
nest was, of course, one of the tasks that had to be accomplished.
The measurements of the content of the combs was performed once a week. Like in
[42] and [11] the content was recorded by tracing the area of brood (in general), pollen,
honey or empty cells on transparency sheets. Here, however, the sheets were subsequently photographed together with a size reference and then measured digitally, using
a common image editing program. The author himself admits that this method had
its inaccuracies, due to the tracing technique. And of course due to time constrains. If
done manually, there is only limited time for recording the state of a comb. And if not
everything is exactly visible at that time, then the rest has to be estimated.
In [48] video recordings from 25 consecutive days of a whole colony, conducted similarly
to [6] and as depicted in figure 3, are evaluated extensively. By continuously decoding
the markers on the bees trajectories of all individuals of the whole colony are extracted.
Together with the division of the comb into specific areas, which are associated with
the performance of specific tasks, the social network structure of the entire colony is
determined. A simple single descriptor ’network age’ is then introduced, which expresses
a bee’s social network for a specific day. This encompasses e. g. the social interactions
and the place of it in the overall social structure of the colony. It is found that the
network age can better predict future tasks, social interactions and even the bee’s death
than the actual biological age of it.
In order to determine where, semantically, a bee was at a given time, these areas,
like dance floor or brood area, had to be defined beforehand and updated every day.
These tasks partly were performed manually, but at least in digital form. Background
images were extracted from the video footage by applying a rolling median filter to
a subset of the images of a day and then selecting the modal pixel value of all these
median filtered images as the corresponding pixel in the background image. In these
10
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background images, the authors manually outlined the capped brood area for every day.
Afterwards, to obtain the open brood area – cells containing eggs or larvae – the area
of the comb that would become capped within 8 days was calculated.
Therefore, the video recording of the experiment eliminated the task of manually tracing
the area and digitizing the result afterwards. The temporal resolution of a whole day is
quite sufficient for this experiment. And the purely digital method is far more accurate
in spacial terms, compared to the method described in [38]. However, an automated
method that can detect the brood cells would have eliminated the last bit of manual
work for that specific task.
An advanced solution to provide automated cell detection, released as open source8 ,
is presented in [2]. Using the Circle Hough Transform[13] (CHT) implementation from
OpenCV9 cells are localized and subsequently cleaned up from false positives via semantic segmentation of the comb as a whole leveraging a U-Net[34] architecture network.
Image patches of the localized cells are then classified by a MobileNet[19] CNN model.
Ten different architectures are evaluated. The MobileNet architecture represents the
best compromise between training time, inference speed and classification accuracy,
with a F1 score of 0.94 over all 7 classes – egg, larva, pupa, pollen, nectar, honey, empty/other. The performance of the localization of the cells is given with a Cell Detection
Rate, defined by the authors as in Eq.1, of 98.7%. Where Detection Count is the number
of localized cells by the CHT, FP are the false positives determined by segmentation of
the input image – which simply means to throw away all detections that occur in the
image background – and Manual Count is the number of manually counted cells on the
respective image, disregarding the actual position of the cells – if understood correctly.
Cell Detection Rate =

Detection Count − FP
× 100%
Manual Count

(1)

What distinguishes the work described from this one is its application to color images.
Which means the classifier can draw on more information than with gray scale images as
depict in 4. Furthermore it is applied to images of combs removed from the hive, shot by
any users of this software. Which on the one hand makes it easier due to the fact, that
there are no obscuring bees. But on the other hand the algorithm has to be more robust
to variation in image size, i. e. to the size of the cells in pixels, lighting, shooting angle,
image distortions or image noise, due to different people shooting with different cameras.
Using the same camera, shot from the same angle, with fairly consistent lighting and
same exposure, makes it much easier in this regard. Last but not least, in contrast
to this work the work described classifies the cells localized into their types, regarding
content. Brood is thereby classified only according to it’s stage and not according to
it’s exact age.
In [7] a system for markerless tracking of an entire honey bee colony is presented. The
authors achieved to recover about 79% of manually labeled bee trajectories from different observation hives over a time span of 5 minutes. Instead of decoding markers they
exploit distinct visual features of the bees in order to match identical bees in different
video frames to reproduce trajectories from. The authors, like [2], use the U-Net architecture to segment the honeycomb in order to locate bees. Rather as a byproduct, they
DeepBee© https://100prs.dev/DeepBee [Online; accessed 21 January 2022]
OpenCV – an open source computer vision and machine learning software library, https://opencv.
org/ [Online; accessed January 21, 2022]
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also trained a model for the detection of capped brood cells10 on background images,
generated from images spanning a time of 12 hours. For this purpose a U-Net model
was trained to binary classify all pixels of a into either capped brood cell or something
else. The labeling of the area of the brood cells leaves out the cell borders, which allows
for the localization of single brood cells in post-processing steps, after inference.
The limitations in contrast to the goals of this work are, that the detection is only done
on background images and not on real time video footage of a honeycomb in operation. Furthermore classification is only done into capped brood cell or not. Ignoring
everything else that is done in terms of bee tracking.
A similar result as in [7] was achieved in [14]. The subject of this thesis was the detection
of capped brood cells on background images, like the ones generated in [48], but over
smaller time spans of 3 hours each. Unfortunately, this work cannot be used to localize
single instances of capped brood cells, since it is more of a segmentation of the whole
capped brood area. With a model for the exact localization of capped cells, applied to
just such median images, it would have been possible to generate any number of training
data for the larval age classifier in this work.
Nevertheless, the manually created markers of capped brood cells on 52 background
images can be used again in this work, as described in part 4.1 of section Larval Age
Classifier.
To the best knowledge of the author there currently does not exist any automated
method, that is capable of predicting the age of honey bee brood given an image of
a brood cell. However, there are automated methods that can detect brood cells in
general. All methods for determining the exact age of an egg or a larva, found in
literature, rely on knowing the exact time the egg was laid by the queen. In bee
research, a lot of manual work is still done to observe the individual cells of honeycombs
in detail. Fully automated methods, which could take over this labour-intensive task,
would allow experiments to be much larger in scale. Related to the size of a colony or
even the number of colonies, as well as the temporal extension of the experiments.

3

Non Covered Cell Localizer

This section describes the implementation of the ’Localizer’. The Localizer fulfills the
task of obtaining image coordinates of cells, which are not covered – usually by bees –
and therefore the brood in these cells could be seen. The input for this system consists
of an image of the whole comb (see figure 4). The Localizer consists essentially of 2
parts. The first one is the deep learning model, whose output can be interpreted as a
map of probabilities for a pixel representing the center of an uncovered cell. But with
less resolution than the input image. The second part consists of the post-processing,
which transforms this probability map into the exact image coordinates of uncovered
cells.
10
The detection of only capped brood cells but not open brood cells too is an assumption made by the
author, since the target class is called ’brood cell’. But all visualizations available depict only marked
capped brood cells.
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Ground Truth Data

The data basis for the training data are the recordings of the observation hive of season
2019, obtained as described in [6]. 64 images, 32 of each of both cams, were extracted
from the video files, distributed over the duration of 10 weeks (2019-07-24 - 2019-10-01).
One example is depict in figure 4. In order to teach the model, what objects on the
input image it should localize, ground truth data has to be produced. In this case the
ground truth data consists of image coordinates of center points of the required, non
covered, cells. Hence 64 images were annotated. For this purpose a tool ’CenterClicker’
was written. It is a Python script, which loads a given image or all images contained in
a given directory and uses OpenCV to display the current image, as well as the currently
selected ROI of it. Which is depict in figure 20. The mouse is used to add or remove
annotations and select ROIs. Other functionalities are controlled via key bindings. The
image coordinates are saved into a CSV file – a universal format that allows to easily
import the coordinates by other modules.
Because annotating ground truth data, especially hundreds or thousands of cells, is
a labour consuming and tedious task, an object recognition method was used, which
automatically annotates the majority of all cells. These annotations were then revised
using the CenterClicker, so that cells are annotated which are at least ∼ 75% uncovered.
This has drastically reduced the annotation work. More precisely, template matching
was used. Unlike with Circle Hough Transform (CHT), as used in [2], see section 2.4,
Related Work in Background, with template matching it can be taken into account that
the cells to be detected are open cells. Since, usually, the surface structure of capped
cells differs significantly from that of open ones. In addition, more irregularly shaped
cells can be detected. And last but not least, there was no need to experiment with the
parameters of the CHT.
The procedure was as follows. First, 17 templates, depict in figure 5 were manually
extracted from the honeycomb images, covering different image areas – due to image
distortions – at different time steps – due to lighting – of both cameras. The only thing
that had to be taken care of was that the center of the cell was in the center of the template image. To an input image of the whole comb then template matching is applied

Figure 5: Templates of Open Cells.
These 17 templates were extracted from
various image frames of both camera’s recordings of the observation hive. They were
then used for template matching in order to produce ground truth data for the training
of the Localizer.
with each template with respective scaling factors of 0.95, 0.975, 1, 1.025, 1.05. The
multiple application of one template image with various scalings makes the method more
robust to different cell sizes due to lens distortions. Similar to the principle of image
pyramids. The OpenCV Python implementation of template matching matchTemplate
was used. As matching method Normed Correlation Coefficient was used. It was missed
to apply Adaptive Histogram Equalization to the templates and input images before13
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hand. This would probably have given better results. The image coordinates of the
correlation coefficients in the output of matchTemplate for all template images, which
exceeded a threshold of 0.725, were then clustered using the DBSCAN algorithm (implementation of scikit-learn11 ) with parameters ϵ = 5 and MinPts = 3, which is well
suited to exclude outliers from the clusters. The geometric means of these clusters were
then used as annotations and saved into a CSV file just like the CenterClicker does.
This way, a total of 65401 cells were annotated on 64 images. Figure 6 depicts one
image of the data set in the 3 stages ’template matching applied’, ’clustering applied’,
’revision done’.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Three Steps of Ground Truth Annotation.
Crop of one image of
the data set in the 3 stages of the annotation process. (a) Template matching applied.
The red rectangles are bounding boxes of the single template matches. (b) Clustering
applied. Matches are clustered using DBSCAN. Geometric means of these clusters are
used as annotation, depict as green dot. (c) Revised output of (b), every annotated cell
should be at least 75% visible.

3.2

Model

As mentioned in part 2.3 of section Background, the deep learning model of the Localizer, in the following simply referred to as network, uses a fully convolutional ResNet
architecture with fixup initialization. Which means, that fully connected layers and
Batch Normalization are not used. Hence, the output layer is a convolutional layer,
in the following referred to as conv-layer, as well. This enables the application of the
network to arbitrarily sized inputs. As long as the input has a certain minimum size.
Since this architecture is already successfully used in the current BeesBook setup for
localization and decoding of the circular bee tags[37, 47], it was adapted for the localization of non covered cells. Hence a lot of code, with a good chance of success, could
be reused and served as a kind of framework.
In total, the network consists of 10 2-D conv-layers, see figure 7, with a kernel size of 3×3
each. 8 of them are embedded in 2 ’fixup-layers’ of 2 residual blocks each. A residual
block consists of 2 conv-layers, of which the output of the second layer is concatenated
with the input for the first layer[52, 17]. The 2 fixup-layers are prepended with an
initial conv-layer, which reduces image dimensions right at the start, and are followed
by a final conv-layer, which reduces the number of channels back to 1. Downsampling
is performed by the initial conv-layer and by the first conv-layers of every fixup-layer
by applying convolution with a stride of 2. No padding is applied, which is why image
11

https://scikit-learn.org; [Online; accessed January 23, 2022]
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dimensions get reduced by conv-layers even without explicit downsampling. The whole
network encompasses 162.000 learnable parameters.

Figure 7: Localizer Model.
Output of the function summary from the library
torchsummarya . Shape corresponds to [batch size, channels, height, width]. The network consists of 2 ’fixup’ layers. Each ’fixup’ layer consists of 2 residual blocks (indicated
by ’FixupBasicBlock-X’, stated after each residual block in summary), which consist of
2 conv-layers each. Input dimensions are [32, 1, 512, 512]. Downsampling in image dimensions is performed by ’Conv2d-1’ and by the first conv-layers of every ’fixup’ layer,
’Conv2d-3’ and ’Conv2d-13’ by operating with a stride of 2. Otherwise stride is 1. The
last layer ’Conv2d-23’ reduces the number of channels back to 1. During training, only
the center pixel of the 52×52 output is interpreted as the output of the network. More
precisely, the upper left, of the four pixels in the middle.
a

https://pypi.org/project/torchsummary/ [Online, accessed January 24, 2022]

At training time, only the center pixel of the 52×52 output of the final conv-layer is
regarded as output of the network and used for the calculation of the error with respect
to the target value. At inference time the network is applied to the 3000×4000 images,
like the one depict in figure 4. The output for this input size is 375×500, which is large
15
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enough to image the approximately 44 times 64 cells of a comb individually, see figure
10 (a).

3.3

Data Set

The network is designed to output, for the center pixel in the input image, the probability that this pixel represents the center of an non covered cell. As network input
for training, image patches and their corresponding target values have to be generated.
From every comb image in the annotated data set 512×512px image patches are therefore extracted from random image locations and persisted on disk in order to speed up
the training. The probability of a pixel in this image patch representing the center of
an non covered cell is modeled by a normalized probability density function (pdf) of
a bivariate normal distribution, with a scalar covariance matrix of 128, with its center
at the nearest non covered cell. The value of this pdf at the position of the pixel of
the image patch is its probability representing the center of an non covered cell. As
image augmentation is used in the training process, see part 3.4 (Training), it is not
yet determined which is the center pixel of an image patch. Therefore an input image
patch is not paired with a target value but with a complete label image. The label
image has the same dimensions as the input image and has a pdf just described, with
its center at every center of a non covered cell in the corresponding input image. For
every pixel, that is not covered by a pdf value, has value 1e−05 assigned. Which is, in
the following, referred to as ’background value’. To map the target value into (0, 1], the
label is divided by it’s maximum value. The actual target value – the center pixel of
the label image – is extracted at run time after the eventual augmentation of the input
image and label image.
The number of extracted image patches per comb image is 5000. This results in a total
of 320.000 512×512px image patches, occupying approximately 160GB of disk space.
Which is feasible and sufficient. It was experimented with different covariances for the
pdf – in the following referred to as ’cov. pdf.’, as well as with different background values. Two kinds of data sets were generated. Some with uniform sampling, which leads
to more image patches of background. And some with weighted sampling, from now
on referred to as ’weighted data set’. Which means that image coordinates, which are
the centers of the patches to be extracted, are assigned a probability of being sampled,
which in turn correlates with the corresponding value of their label image. This leads
to more image patches having a non covered cell in their center. The results of these
sampling techniques are depict in figure 21, which shows the respective distributions of
target values.

3.4

Training

The data set is initially divided into a training set and a test set. Therefore the 64
annotated images are split, roughly 85/15 train/test, into a set of 54 and a set of 10
images, from which the 5000 image patches each are sampled from for the respective
set. This ensures that the network does not see any of the test images in the training
process.
As loss function PyTorch’s Binary Cross Entropy with Logits is used. This is more or
less equivalent to the use of sigmoid activation on the final layer and the subsequently
application of Binary Cross Entropy loss, but with higher numerical stability. Which
means the output of the final conv-layer is squeezed to a value between 0 and 1, repre16
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senting the probability of a pixel being center of a non covered cell.
The network was trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with Nesterov Momentum[41] with a base learning rate of 0.0125, scheduled by Cosine Annealing[28]
without warm restarts. Training was done for a fixed number of batches, with batch
size 32. Since training was performed on the personal machine of the author (Intel Core
i5-3470, Nvidia GTX 1070, 32GB RAM), computing time was very precious. Hence,
the possibilities for experimenting with batch size were limited. Therefore, it was decided from the beginning to stick with a batch size of 32. The number of batches was
either 100.000 or 200.000. Which corresponds to almost 12 and more than 23 epochs
respectively.
Early stopping is performed by saving the network weights every time a new minimum
of the running average, with a window size of 1000, of the validation loss is discovered.
For this purpose, for each training batch a batch of the test set is evaluated. Which
isn’t the clean way, since no separate validation set is used, but would eventually lead
to the best model before overfitting kicks in. No hyperparameters are optimized based
on validation with the test set.
To achieve the desired robustness of the localizer model, as mentioned in part Motivation
of section Introduction, some augmentation techniques were applied during training,
using the Python library imgaug12 . The augmentations were used carefully and with
caution. They should not look too extreme – in a way still natural – but should simulate
a wide range of appearance that may occur in reality. Therefore a range of intensities
was defined for each of the methods using stochastic parameters. The augmentation of
one training sample then consisted of a randomly selected combination of the individual
methods in a randomly selected intensity each. The following augmentations, together
with their probability of application:
• horizontal flip, prob. 0.5
• vertical flip, prob. 0.5
• affine transformation (incl. scaling, shearing, rotation), prob. 0.75
• gaussian blur, prob. 0.2
• sharpening, prob. 0.5
• linear contrast (inc./dec.: 0.5/0.5), prob. 0.5
• additive gaussian noise, prob. 0.5
, were applied exactly in this order and are depict in figure 8, which reflects the boundaries of their intensity ranges. In the following these augmentations are referred to as
’advanced augmentation’. In contrast, ’simple augmentation’ refers to horizontal and
vertical flips only.
All affine transformations were applied with bicubic interpolation and a constant background value of zero. One augmented batch of the training data set for the localizer is
depict in figure 9. An important detail to consider was the implementation of augmentation with respect to the label image. As the label for a training sample gets extracted
from the label image, as explained in part Ground Truth Data, on the fly, after the
augmentation process, exactly the same augmentations applied to the input image has
12

https://github.com/aleju/imgaug [Online, accessed January 15, 2022]
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(a) original

(b) horizontal flip

(c) vertical flip

(d) sharpening

(e) gaussian blur

(f) gaussian noise

(g) lin. contrast dec.

(h) lin. contrast inc.

(i) scale up

(j) scale down

(k) shearing 7°

(l) rotation 45°

Figure 8: Augmentation Methods Used in the Training Process of the Localizer Model.
(a) shows an original training sample. The other 11 images show
augmented versions of (a). The augmentations were applied within a strictly defined
range of intensities. A random combination of several augmentations was applied to
each of the training samples. The augmentations are shown here at their highest intensity each as used for training. In particular, these are: (b) a horizontal or left-right
flip, (c) a vertical or upside down flip, (d) sharpening, here with an alpha value of
1.0 (full intensity), (e) gaussian blur, here with a std. deviation of 1.5 for the gaussian
kernel, (f) gaussian noise, here with a mean of 0 and std. deviation of 12.75, (g) a linear
reduction of contrast, here with multiplier 0.75, (h) a linear increase of contrast, here
with multiplier 1.25, (i) upscaling, which is effectively zooming in, here with scaling
factor 1.1, (j) downscaling, which is effectively zooming out, here with scaling factor
0.9, (k) shearing, here +7◦ degrees on the x-axis, (l) rotation around image center, here
with +45◦ degrees.

to be applied to the label image. Which only counts for the affine transformations and
image flips. Since these can cause the content in the center of the image to change. All
methods that only change the value of individual pixels, but leave the shape and semantics of the overall image unchanged – namely blurring, sharpening, contrast changes
and the introduction of noise – were not allowed to be transferred to the label image,
since they could thus directly alter the label to be extracted.
18
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(a)

Inference and Post-Processing

(b)

Figure 9: Augmented Training Samples for Localizer Model.
(a) A batch
of nine augmented input images, which represent the combination of several single
augmentation methods depict in figure 8. (b) The same batch as in (a), but overlaid
with the label image. The label image has the same dimensions as the input image and
has a normalized probability density function of a bivariate normal distribution, with
a scalar covariance matrix of 128, with its center on every center of a non covered cell
on the input image. The actual label for an input image, in terms of the target for the
error function, is extracted at runtime in the training process after the augmentation of
both the input and label image and simply corresponds to the pixel value at the label
image center.

3.5

Inference and Post-Processing

In order to obtain image coordinates of the non covered cells of a comb image, the
network has to be applied in inference mode on the input image. First, the input image
is suitably padded to compensate for the pixel losses at the image edges by convolution
without padding. And additionally, the sigmoid function is applied to the output of the
network to squeeze all values into the interval [0,1] – the probabilities. This produces
an output like shown in figure 10 (a). The output can be seen as a saliency map,
from which the positions of the centers of the predicted pdfs, if you will, get extracted
via local maximum filtering. With calculated centroids of larger image sections of the
local maxima, the accuracy of their positions is increased to sub pixel level, before the
coordinates are upscaled to the native resolution of the input image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Localizer Inference.
(a) Output of Localizer model with dimension
375×500. Brighter pixels mean higher values, i. e. probabilities. In contrast to training
mode, in inference mode the sigmoid function has to be applied to the output in order
to squeeze all values into [0,1] (b) input image with overlaid inference image (a), resized
to input size 3000×4000 (c) input image with overlaid label image (ground truth).

4

Larval Age Classifier

For the deep neural network architecture of the brood classifying model, in the following
just referred to as ’Classifier’, two different approaches in terms of task modeling are
tested. The first approach models the prediction of brood age as a regression task
– regression on the brood age on an hourly scale. The second approach models it
as a classification task – classification of the brood age into the discrete 217 classes
representing the age in hours from 0 hours – an egg which is just been laid – to 216
hours – a larva just before its cell is capped. Thereby both models have the ability
to say that there is no brood in the input image at all. Which is crucial, because the
localizer simply extracts cells in which a brood would most likely be seen if it were
present. With no guarantee that there is actually bee brood.
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Data Set

For the creation of the training data for this network, preliminary work from [14] can be
used. The data set that can be accessed includes 52 background images with annotated
capped cells – brood cells of larvae in the capped larval stage. These background images
are generated as described in [48].
The first step of creating the ground truth data is to determine which cell is being
capped at which point in time. With this information we can back-calculate how old
brood in a specific cell at a specific point in time must be. Hence first, background
images of consecutive days have to be identified. That are images, that are at most
24 hours, rounded to full hours, apart, because the time stamp of capping of the cell
should be determined with a certain precision. The time stamp is always provided in
the file name of an image. From the set of 52 images 35 are consecutive. From these
35 images, 26 image pairs of consecutive images, the first one is the earlier one and the
second the later one, can be created. Next, KD-Trees are used to determine which cell
is capped in the second image but not yet in the first one. This procedure now leads
to 916 detections of newly capped cells. Figure 24 depicts the first 5 detections of 4
image pairs. Depending on how close the respective image pairs are to each other, the
calculated time of capping is as accurate. Thereby the maximum time span is 24 hours.
The minimum is 3 hours, as the background images are calculated with images over a
time span of 3 hours. As time of capping, in the end, simply the time stamp of the second
image is used. Since the combs are replaced regularly, it was necessary to determine
beforehand exactly when these times were. The explained procedure was applied only
within two such exchanges. This is the only way to ensure that the respective cells keep
the same coordinate.
The second step of creating the ground truth data encompasses the sampling of images
from the recording season 2019 of the observation hive (see figure 4 for example image),
the application of the Localizer onto these samples and the subsequent calculation of the
age of the brood in the respective detected non covered cells, in case they are capped at
some point in the future, based on the data from the first step. Always within the time
limits for the replacement of the honeycomb. About 104.000 images are sampled evenly
distributed. The procedure just described is now applied to each of these images, where
the age of the brood in a specific cell is calculated using Eq.2. This value is negative
for empty cells, in which the egg is not yet laid. These samples are needed, because the
model will learn to not only classify the age of brood, but to also to tell brood from
no brood. Other cells cannot be chosen as empty cell samples, because only for cells,
that will be capped within a certain period of time, we know for sure, that they do not
contain brood for more than 9 days prior to capping.
Brood Age = 9days − timespan(timestamp_cell_capped − timestamp_of_image) (2)
During this procedure triplets of image name, coordinate and age in hours are saved
in order to separate the ground truth data from the image data. Figure 25 depicts the
spatial distribution of all samples, that are processed with this method.
Only in the third and last step it is iterated over the resulting triplets from step 2,
saving the corresponding image patches, together with the age as target value, in H5
file format. The saved image patches are of size 192×192px. Negative age values are
clipped to -1, so that every ’no brood’ sample is labeled with -1. This provides enough
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head room for image augmentations such as rotation or cropping, with no image areas
left blank in the final 128×128px network inputs. Because image patches of empty cells
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Figure 11: Distribution of Labels in Classifier Data Set. The 2 steps for the
creation of a balanced data set are shown for (a), the training set and for (b), the test
set. All bar plots show histograms of brood age classes, with the age in hours on the xaxis and the corresponding number of samples on the y-axis. The native data set (upper
figures) is dominated by class ’-1’, no brood. The fewest samples are for the oldest larvae,
right end of x-axis. First class ’-1’ is randomly subsampled to the number of samples
of the most represented of all the remaining classes (result: middle). Thereafter, all
underrepresented classes are aligned with these two via random oversampling (result:
lower figures). This results in a well balanced data set. However, with the drawback of
the most underrepresented classes being oversampled very heavily, consisting only of a
few original samples.
are always saved too, the data set, in the following referred to as ’native data set’, is very
imbalanced with respect to the classes representing cells with brood, in the following
referred to as positive classes, versus the class ’-1’, i. e. ’empty cell’. 27.3% of all samples
are of class ’-1’. In order to introduce no unwanted bias to the model and get better
classification results the data set is rebalanced as depict in figure 11, such that every
class is represented more or less in the same proportion.
A caveat to this data set is that the most underrepresented classes, the classes ’200
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hours’ and older are being oversampled very heavily. Hence all samples of these classes
consist of only of a few original samples duplicated multiple times. It remains to be
seen whether this has a negative learning effect or accuracy drop for these classes.
Another caveat is, that theoretically, in the resulting data set, the label 0 corresponds
to the exact time of laying the egg, on the premise that the time until a cell gets capped
is exactly 9 days. Since in practice this is not the case, plus only non covered cells were
sampled – the queen opaques a cell, when laying an egg – an image patch with this
label will more likely show an egg than it will show an empty cell. This is due to the
initial ground truth data provided by the work of [14], which was not designed to solve
the problem of this work. The capped cells were annotated at a maximum frequency
of 3 hours. In this case a specific annotated cell was capped sometime within those 3
hours. And in this best case, a time span of 3 hours between two annotated images, the
image patch will likely show an egg, which is 1.5 hours old, when assuming a normal
distribution with a mean of 9 days for the period of time passing between the laying of
the egg and the capping of the corresponding cell. In short, we can notice the capping
only too late, never too early. Therefore an image patch with label 0 will most likely
show an egg, a few hours old, inside of the cell. But sometimes even an empty cell, due
to variations in the length of the egg or open larval stage. This blurring of individual
classes can make it difficult for the network to learn well.
In addition to that, the quality of the samples is not always good either. From occasional
manual reviews of the samples, there are even more difficult examples than easy ones.
The author is of the opinion that it is almost impossible to recognize an egg on the
images. He has not been able to see one so far. But he did not look for it specifically. In
figure 27 arbitrarily selected samples are shown. From each superclass, ’no brood’, ’egg’,
’larva’, one easy and one difficult example. And in the case of the egg, it is impossible
to see an egg even with a good view of the cell interior. The question is whether the
egg can’t stand out in color, is hidden by the sidewall of the cell, or if there is simply no
egg in it yet. Theoretically, on fig.27(b) upper, there is a 7 hour old egg in the middle
cell.

4.2

Discarded Regression Model

The first approach – the regression model – is quickly discarded by the author, because
he does not achieve to get the network to learn anything meaningful. The architecture
itself is similar to the one described in 4.3, with the difference of reducing the number
of channels of the final conv-layer output to 1. With which the network outputs a single
value – the predicted age in hours. With the option to output −1 in the case, that there
is no brood in the presented cell. As loss mean squared error (MSE) is used. However,
all models, trained with different hyperparameters, see figure 23 tend to simply predict
the mean of the training data distribution. Which appears to be a common problem
with regression models. At least for those trained with imperfect data sets. ’Classifier’
always refers to the model described in 4.3.

4.3

Multiclass Classification Model

The basic model of the Classifier is derived from the Localizer model, see part 3.2 of
section Non Covered Cell Localizer, hence uses a fully convolutional ResNet architecture
with fixup initialization. Which enables the application of this network to arbitrarily
sized inputs, as long as the input has a certain minimum size. The network consists of
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8 2-D conv-layers, see figure 12, with a kernel size of 3×3 each. 6 of them are embedded
in 3 ’fixup-layers’ of 1 residual block each. A residual block consists of 2 conv-layers,
of which the output of the second layer is concatenated with the input for the first
layer[52, 17]. The 3 fixup-layers are prepended with an initial conv-layer, which reduces
image dimensions right at the start, and are followed by a final conv-layer, which inflates
the number of channels to the number of classes, 218 – the classes −1 to 216. So the
network outputs a one-dimensional vector whose entries are interpreted as probabilities
for the corresponding classes. The predicted class is then obtained by the index of the
maximum value in this vector. Downsampling is performed by the initial conv-layer and
also by the first conv-layers of every fixup-layer by applying convolution with a stride
of 2. No padding is applied, which is why image dimensions get reduced by conv-layers
even without explicit downsampling. The whole network encompasses 542.266 learnable
parameters.

4.4

Training

The data set is initially divided into a training set and a test set with ratio 80/20.
Since the native data set gets balanced via random super- and subsampling of classes,
the separation is done before this balancing procedure in order to prevent any data
leakage from one to the other set, as depict in figure 11. Resulting in 1.496.875 training
and 374.219 test samples – a total of 1.871.094 samples. The training procedure was
the same as for the Localizer, see part 3.4, except for a few details. As loss function
PyTorch’s Cross Entropy Loss is used, which implicitly applies a softmax activation of
the network output. The base learning rate for SGD is 0.1 for batch sizes of 256 or 512.
For batch size 32 the base learning rate has to be reduced to 0.0125. The learning rate
again is scheduled by Cosine Annealing without warm restarts, as this rather prevents
the network from converging well, due to less training time with very low learning rate
– assumption made by the author. Training is done for a fixed number of batches. For
the 12 final training runs with different hyperparameters the networks are trained for
either 25, 50 or 75 epochs. This is possible thanks to the kind permission to use Curta[3]
for the training runs as well as for training data storage and sharing with the team of
the Biorobotic Lab.
Image augmentation is also performed similar to 3.4. Additionally to the methods depict in figure 8 it is experimented with contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE) and random crops. Random crops were only applied in a restrained manner,
ensuring the cell of interest is still roughly in the middle of the image patch. The maximum deviation in pixels to the center of the image, ’maximum crop shift’, was tested
with 3 to 10 pixels. An augmented batch of training samples are depict in figure 28.
In contrast to the regression model, via multiclass classification typically the the semantics of the individual classes, the order of the age value in this case, get lost. Each class
is seen as completely distinct from the others. In order to give the network a kind of
sense for the natural order of the classes label smoothing is introduced to the training
process, as depict in figure 13, using a gaussian filter with standard deviation of 3 for
the filtering of the one-hot encoding of the class. During training the target classes are
encoded in the range of [0, 217]. On inference the classification value is then obtained
by the index of the maximum value in this vector minus one.
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Figure 12: Classifier Model.
Output of the function summary from the library
torchsummarya . Shape corresponds to [batch size, channels, height, width]. The network consists of 3 ’fixup’ layers. Each ’fixup’ layer consists of one residual block (indicated by ’FixupBasicBlock-X’, stated after each residual block in summary), which in
turn consists of 2 conv-layers. Input dimensions for the model, in this case, are [256,
1, 128, 128]. Downsampling in image dimensions is performed by ’Conv2d-1’ and by
the first conv-layers of every ’fixup’ layer, ’Conv2d-3’, ’Conv2d-08’ and ’Conv2d-13’ by
operating with a stride of 2. Otherwise stride is 1. The last layer ’Conv2d-18’ inflates
the number of channels to the number of classes, 218 – classes −1 to 216. This outputs a
one-dimensional vector whose entries are interpreted as probabilities for the corresponding classes. The classification value is then obtained by the index of the maximum value
in this vector. During training, all class labels are increased by 1, in order to make the
label compatible with indexing. Which leads to labels in range [0, 217], see figure 13.
On inference, the final classification value is obtained by a subsequent reduction, of the
classification value, by 1.
a

5

https://pypi.org/project/torchsummary/ [Online, accessed January 24, 2022]

Results

This section provides the final results of both the Localizer and the Classifier.
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Figure 13: Label Smoothing for Classifier Model. Both plots depict an encoding of the target vector, representing class ’49’, for the training of the Classifier model
via Cross Entropy Loss. (a) shows the One-Hot-Encoding of the target. (b) shows the
smoothed encoding, which distributes the density to 24 neighboring classes or hours
respectively. The smoothing is obtained by filtering the One-Hot-Encoding (a) with a
gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 3. This is to give the network a sense of the
order of the classes.

5.1

Localizer

The model of the Localizer was trained with 12 different combinations of hyperparameters and data set properties. In all cases the model quickly converged to a point, where
the loss almost reached it’s final mark, improving only marginal afterwards. See the
training history of the best model in figure 22.
All trained models were evaluated on the basis of the metrics precision (Eq.3), recall
(Eq.4), F1 score (Eq.5), F2 score (Eq.6) and ’mean distance’ – the mean distance of the
predicted from the ground truth location in pixels. The evaluation data is summarized
in table 3. Which considers each model operated with two different thresholds, one
optimized for best F1 and the second optimized for best F2 score, as 2 different models.
The definitions for the former metrics are:
Precision =

TP
TP + FP
TP
P

(4)

Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

(5)

Precision · Recall
4 · Precision + Recall

(6)

Recall =
F1 = 2 ·
F2 = 5 ·

(3)
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, where TP is the number of true positives (detected cells, that are indeed non covered
cells), FP the number of false positives (number of detections for positions, where there
is no cell or a covered or a capped cell) and P the number of annotated cells (condition
positive).
The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, whereas the F2 score weights
the recall twice as much as precision. Hence F2 is what should be looked at, when high
sensitivity is more important than high precision.
The best model was selected based on the best F1 score. Since this model is likely to be
continuously applied to the hive, increasing the likelihood that each non covered cell will
be detected every once in a while. Even if the model is not overly sensitive. In this case
it is the model (row 3 of table 3), that was trained on a weighted data set with a cov. pdf.
of 128 and with advanced augmentation, as depict in figure 9. The model was trained
the full number of 200.000 batches, which corresponds to more than 23 epochs. Early
stopping, implemented as described in 3.4, did not have a positive impact on the final
evaluation metrics. The weights for the early stopped model were saved only about 2000
batches before the model was fully trained. The metrics for the early stopped model
differs from the fully trained model only in subtle amounts. Which was to expect due
to the curve of the training and validation loss in the training history depict in figure
22. Both were constantly descending. Which makes early stopping unnecessary. At a
threshold of 0.5643 this model yields a F1 score of 0.9599 at a precision of 0.9644, which
is the best among all models. Mean distance is ∼ 2.4px. At a threshold of 0.2674 this
model yields the best F2 score of all models. With a mean distance of ∼ 2.4px. See
figure 14 for for it’s precision-recall curve, figure 15 for it’s F1 curve and figure 16 for
it’s F2 curve. However, the best recall is achieved by a model, see table 3 row 12 and 20,
that was trained on an unweighted dataset that uses a cov. pdf. of 50 for only 100.000
batches. With a mean distance of only ∼ 1.5px.
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Figure 14: Precision-Recall Curve of Localizer Model.
The blue line shows
the tradeoff between precision and recall, one has to give up one for the other, for
different thresholds. A high area under the curve (AUC) represents both high recall
and high precision. The perfect model would have both a recall and precision of 1.
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Figure 15: F1 Curve of Localizer Model.
The blue line shows the F1 score, yaxis, depending on the used threshold, x-axis, for the model. F1 score has it’s maximum
at threshold 0.5643. This is the threshold being used at the inflection point of the
precision-recall curve in fig.14.
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Figure 16: F2 Curve of Localizer Model.
The blue line shows the F2 score, yaxis, depending on the used threshold, x-axis, for the model. F2 score has it’s maximum
at threshold 0.2674.
See figure 17 for a visualization of the output of the best Localizer model, comparing the
F1-optimized (using threshold 0.5643) and the F2-optimized (using threshold 0.2674)
operation mode. Note here, that in both cases, with one exception in fig.17(b) lower
left corner, false positives are still valid detections of open cells. Hence the evaluation
metrics better should be considered in conjunction with the corresponding ground truth
data. They correlate with the quality of the ground truth data.
The whole processing of one single input image, including pre-processing (padding,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 17: Visualization of Localizer Output with Different Thresholds.
Showing ground truth locations in green color and Localizer output in red. (a) F1optimized operation mode, using threshold 0.5643, which yields a precision of 0.9644
and a recall of 0.9555. (b) F2-optimized operation mode, using threshold 0.2674, which
yields a precision of 0.9198 and a recall of 0.9827.

substraction of mean, division by standard deviation, loading to GPU memory) and
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post-processing (applying sigmoid, transfer to RAM, maximum filtering, calculation of
maxima patch centroids, mapping to original coordinate space) takes about 680ms on
average. Whereby the pure inference time, running the network on the preprocessed
input, is only 2ms. All measurements are done on the author’s personal machine (Intel
Core i5-3470, Nvidia GTX 1070, 32GB RAM).

5.2

Classifier

The model is evaluated two-fold. On the one hand, the model is evaluated completely on
the balanced test set according to common regression metrics. On the other hand, the
model is evaluated purely as a binary classifier, for the classes brood and no brood on
the native test data set, which comprises 21% ’No Brood’ samples, since this is probably
more in line with the actual distribution of inputs when combined with the Localizer.
Which outputs a big proportion of empty cells. The errors made by the classifier on this
data set are plotted on a heatmap and contrasted with the automatically determined
annotations.
By the time this work is completed, not all networks are done with training. Therefore,
an extensive evaluation with a comparison of all 12 trained models must be omitted
here. Instead, only the most promising model, i.e. the one with the lowest training
loss, which has been completed so far, is considered here. And is referred to as the best
model.
The best model is trained with label smoothing, advanced augmentation with a maximum crop shift of 3px, but without CLAHE, a batch size of 256 for 75 epochs. See
figure 29 for the training history. By the end of the training the training loss is 4.0182
and validation loss is 3.9884 (Cross Entropy). Validation loss is always lower as training
loss for training with advanced augmentation.
Although trained as multiclass classifier, the error the model produces is evaluated by
applying the metrics mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), root mean
squared error (RMSE) as well as mean and standard deviation.

Balanced Test Set The results for the evaluation of the model as is on the balanced
test set are are summarized in table 1. A visualization of the model’s performance is
provided in figure 18
Table 1: Evaluation Metrics of the Classifier on the Balanced Test Set.
Metric
mean
std.
MAE
MSE
RMSE

Value
2.06
26.53
15.88
708.25
26.61

Native Test Set The results for the evaluation of the Classifier as a binary classifier,
classifying into ’brood’ and ’no brood’, are summarized in table 2. The metrics comprise
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Figure 18: Classification Error of the Classifier Model on the Balanced Test
Set. The deviation from the ground truth values for the respective classes, with egg
stage highlighted yellow. The highest errors, in terms of absolute regression errors, of
the model are produced for the egg stage. Here the age of the egg is predicted way to
high. For the larval stage area, 72 to 216 hours, a negative correlation of the error for a
certain class with the number of training samples for the same class in the native data
set, see figure 11 middle, can be detected.
recall, precision, F1 score, F2 score and – to emphasize the shortcomings of this classifier
as a binary classifier, which are else shaded by the pure proportion of positive samples,
i. e. imbalanced data set, making the usual metrics misleading – the false positive rate
based on the count of true positives (TP), false postives (FP), true negatives (TN), false
negatives (FN). A visualization of the model’s performance is provided in figure 19 in
form of a confusion matrix.
Table 2: Evaluation Metrics for the Classifier as a Binary Classifier on the
Native Test Set. All evaluation metrics applied to the Classifier as a binary classifier,
classifying into ’brood’ and ’no brood’
Metric
TP
FP
TN
FN
precision
recall
false positive rate
F1
F2

Value
218555
48829
9339
13
0.82
0.99
0.84
0.90
0.96

All errors the Classifier made on the native test set are depict in figure 26 in the same
manner as done for the ground truth data in figure 25. It can be spotted, that the
highest errors done for the class ’egg’ are made in peripheral areas, indicating that the
view on the eggs is obstructed by the side walls of the cells. The distribution of errors
for the other classes are my due to the pure distribution of test samples in the native
test set.
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Figure 19: Confusion Matrix for Classification Model as a Binary Classifier
on the Native Test Set.
Confusion Matrix visualizing the performance as binary
classifier into ’brood’ (1) and ’no brood’ (0). Note, that the number of false positives is
much higher than the number of true negatives.

6

Conclusion

This section draws a conclusion to the evaluation of the final results, assesses the potential benefits in practice and gives an outlook on how the results can be improved
through future work.

6.1

Discussion of Results

With a F1 score of 0.9599 and F2 score of 0.9573 at a precision of 0.9644 and a recall
of 0.9555, the Localizer is well balanced and capable of performing the task set for it.
But it would have to work faster in order to be applicable in real time, which is 6Hz at
the moment. Hence the time for complete processing of one image has to be reduced to
about 160ms. And it would have to be reduced even further when running in parallel
with other modules on one machine.
The classifier does a solid job on predicting the brood age of well visible brood, i. e. older
larvae. It does not so well on images of younger larvae and eggs. The latter mainly due
to the poor visibility. With a prediction error of 2.1 ± 26.5 hours (mean ± standard
deviation) it is of by 0.66 days on average. The bad results for the Classifier as a binary
classifier, predicting ’brood cell’ or ’empty cell’ is most likely due to the confusion of
class ’egg’ with class ’empty cell’. Since in most cases the image shows the same for
both classes, because the egg is too small to see it or is hidden by the side walls of the
cells.
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Future Work

The processing time of the Localizer can only be greatly improved by optimization of
the pre- and post-processing steps. It may help to forego the increase of accuracy via
calculation of image moments. If enough GPU memory were available, it would also be
beneficial to run the entire module in graphics memory to reduce inter memory reads
and writes. Doing post-processing in C instead of Python is also an option.
Precision and recall of the Localizer could be improved by improved ground truth data.
The network is likely to face conflicting examples during training. Revised ground truth
data should be more consistent in the way a cell is annotated or not. Uniform rules for
whether a cell should be labeled, for example, if an antenna or leg is in front of it.
Completely different architectures should also be tried out. Or even different concepts.
If the network could also detect different classes of cells, in terms of their content –
brood, honey, nectar, pollen, an adult bee – would allow to sort out everything except
brood beforehand. Which makes it easier for the Classifier plus post-processing is only
done for brood cells, which in turn would improve processing time.
The Classifier could be improved with better training data, which is quality controlled
by human experts. Due to variations in the length of the egg and larval stages labels
of the data set can simply be false. The data set itself, meaning the images of the
observation comb, should be improved and tailored to this task. Although the image
data is highly resolving, the system would benefit from cameras whose focus is set on
the interior of the cells and not on the circular tags of the bees. The lighting could also
be improved, so that it covers the interior of the cells better. Since most samples suffer
from too low contrast in the interior of the cell.
In summary, a classifier for honey bee brood age requires brighter and sharper images
of the brood. Maybe with the help of a dedicated camera, with it’s focal point on the
spatial center of the cells and improved lighting. But there is head room for better
training techniques too. Training with bigger image patches in order to provide more
meta data to the classifier is worth a try. This could induce a helpful bias through the
surrounding cells. Since the nest is usually used in a dense fashion.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 20: CenterClicker. (a) Screenshot of the tool CenterClicker, while selecting
a ROI (blue rectangular in the upper right). Area which was selected as ROI before
is highlighted in green. (b) Screenshot of the tool CenterClicker, with additional ROI
window in the foreground, which renders the ROI in native resolution. Area which is
currently selected as ROI is highlighted in red.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 21: Distribution of Labels in Localizer Data Sets.
All four bar plots
show the histogram of the center pixels of all label images in the respective data set.
The label on the x-axis corresponds to the pixel value in [0, 255] of the 8-bit image.
The actual label is then a normalized value in (0, 1]. The total number of occurrences
is plotted on the y-axis. With weighted sampling, (a) and (b), the data set is more
balanced. Both data sets are generated with cov. pdf. of 128.

Figure 22: Training History of Localizer Model. Training and validation loss,
smoothed with a running average with a window size of 1000 of the Localizer Model
(Fixup-ResNet, fully convolutional) together with the learning rate, scheduled by Cosine
Annealing. The model quickly, in about a quarter of the total training time, converged
to almost the final validation loss, improving only marginal afterwards.
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Figure 23: Regression Model Experiment with Hyperparameter Variations.
y-axis: the minimum running average validation loss over the number of batches processed of 11 training runs with different combinations of hyperparameter values each.
All with the same result – the early stagnation of the minimum running average validation loss, due to the model predicting always the mean of the training data.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 24: Newly Capped Cells. 5 uncapped cells each on the left side – same 5
cells, but now capped, on the right side. The capping of each of the cells happened sometime between (a) 2019-08-14 13:00:00 and 2019-08-14 18:00:19 (b) 2019-08-14 18:00:19
and 2019-08-14 21:01:04 (c) 2019-09-22 13:01:21 and 2019-09-23 13:00:23 (d) 2019-0923 13:00:23 and 2019-09-24 13:00:48. The examples shown here, from Camera 0, are
only the first 5 detections for each of the 4 time periods. Which are about 3 hours for
(a) and (b) and about 24 hours for (c) and (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 25: Spatial Distribution of Ground Truth Data for Brood Age. Proportions of automatically gathered ground truth data for brood age according to it’s
location on the comb, for (a) all classes together and separately, for the classes (b) ’no
brood’, (c) ’egg’, (d) ’larva’. Brighter area means higher value, i. e. more samples from
this location.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 26: Spatial Distribution of MSE Errors Produced by the Classifier
Model on the Native Test Set.
Proportions of MSE errors according to it’s
location on the comb, for (a) all classes together and separately, for the classes (b)
’no brood’, (c) ’egg’, (d) ’larva’. Accumulations of the errors were normalized to [0,1].
Brighter area means higher value, i. e. more samples from this location.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 27: Easy vs. Hard Data Set Samples for Classifier Model. (a) Empty
cell; upper: 15h before egg laying, lower: 127h before egg laying (b) Egg; upper: 7h
old, lower: 46h old (c) Larva; upper: 182h old, lower: 183h old. The upper pictures
each show an easy example and the lower pictures a hard one. The problem with the
latter is mainly the poor lighting. In addition to that, the focus of the cameras is set to
the bee tags. The cell contents and especially the bottom of the cells are quite blurred.
In both cases, one cannot see the egg.
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Figure 28: Augmented Training Samples for Classifier Model.
A batch of
nine augmented input images, titled with their label, of size 128×128px each. The label
is the brood age in hours. Augmentation is applied in the same manner as for the
training of the Localizer, see part 3.4 of section Non Covered Cell Localizer, encompassing the same types of augmentation, as shown in figure 8, but with slightly different
combinations and probabilities of application. Additionally it was experimented with
contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) as augmentation technique.
However, this has not proven to be advantageous.
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Figure 29: Training History of Classifier Model.
Training and validation
loss, smoothed with a running average with a window size of 250 of the Classifier Model
(Fixup-ResNet, fully convolutional) together with the learning rate, scheduled by Cosine
Annealing.
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Data Set Attr.
cov. pdf weighted sampling
128
✓
128
✓
128
✓
128
✓
128
✗
128
✗
128
✗
128
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✓
50
✓
50
✗
50
✗
50
✓
50
✓
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗
50
✗

Training Parameter
adv. aug. early stop. nb. batches
✓
✓
197917
✓
✓
197917
✓
✗
200000
✓
✗
200000
✗
✓
96740
✗
✓
96740
✗
✗
100000
✗
✗
100000
✓
✓
180000
✓
✓
180000
✓
✓
99745
✓
✓
99745
✓
✓
99086
✓
✓
99086
✓
✗
200000
✓
✗
200000
✓
✗
100000
✓
✗
100000
✓
✗
100000
✓
✗
100000
✗
✓
180000
✗
✓
180000
✗
✗
200000
✗
✗
200000

threshold
0.5544
0.2575
0.5643
0.2674
0.5148
0.1783
0.5148
0.1585
0.3862
0.1783
0.4357
0.1585
0.4357
0.2278
0.3961
0.1882
0.4555
0.2278
0.4357
0.1585
0.4357
0.1981
0.4456
0.1981

Evaluation Metrics
precision
recall
F1
F2
0.9630
0.9565
0.9597
0.9578
0.9178
0.9832
0.9494
0.9694
0.9644
0.9555 0.9599 0.9573
0.9198
0.9827
0.9502 0.9695
0.9594
0.9544
0.9569
0.9554
0.9040
0.9834
0.9421
0.9665
0.9604
0.9536
0.9570
0.9549
0.8992
0.9846
0.9400
0.9663
0.9440
0.9616
0.9527
0.9581
0.9009
0.9841
0.9407
0.9663
0.9449
0.9529
0.9489
0.9513
0.8817
0.9851 0.9305
0.9626
0.9471
0.9572
0.9521
0.9552
0.9027
0.9810
0.9402
0.9643
0.9434
0.9620
0.9526
0.9582
0.9003
0.9840
0.9403
0.9661
0.9512
0.9530
0.9521
0.9527
0.9027
0.9810
0.9402
0.9643
0.9449
0.9529
0.9489
0.9513
0.8817
0.9851 0.9305
0.9626
0.9553
0.9510
0.9531
0.9518
0.9106
0.9815
0.9447
0.9664
0.9556
0.9508
0.9532
0.9518
0.9089
0.9821
0.9440
0.9665

mean dist.
2.3581
2.4004
2.3572
2.3997
2.5128
2.5812
2.5053
2.5799
1.4182
1.4537
1.4874
1.5461
1.3911
1.4256
1.4180
1.4531
1.3857
1.4257
1.4877
1.5461
1.3942
1.4400
1.3952
1.4421

B. Supplementary Tables

Table 3: Evaluation of 12 Trained Localizer Models. Common training parameters: batch size: 32, loss: BCE with Logits,
optimizer: SGD, scheduler: Cosine Annealing. Common data set attributes: number training samples: 270.000, background value: 1e-05.
The best result for each metric is shown in bold.

